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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE GEOGRAPHIC ORIGIN OF
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS:
A COMPARISON OF JAPANESE AND AMERICAN APPROACHES
Daisuke Kojo*
The Japanese Agricultural Standards Act requires that all
"perishable foods" and certain ingredients in many kinds of "processed
foods" show their place of origin. A 2005 amendment to the Japanese
Trademark Act enables cooperatives to register a geographic descriptive
term for their products as a "regional collective trademark" without
requiring the product to have nationwide distinctiveness. These
regulations seek to protect both consumers and the good will that
producers have generated.
The U.S. approach is quite different. The Lanham Act allows
trademarks to be registered only if the mark has achieved distinctiveness.
Until the 2004 Farm Bill, the U.S. had no geographic labeling requirement.
Although that act mandated country of origin labeling standards, the
implementation of these controversial requirements have been delayed
until 2008. As a practical matter the U.S. requires little geographic
labeling to protect consumers.
This article compares the two approaches and concludes that the
Japanese approach provides more information to the consumer and affords
regional producers greater opportunities to promote their products.
* Section Chief of Fisheries Law Section, Policy Planning Division, Fisheries Agency,
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, the government of Japan, L.L.M.,
University of California, Davis School of Law, L.L.B., University of Tokyo, Japan. The
opinions contained in this article reflect the views of the author and do not represent the
views of the government of Japan.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since Japan's territory extends north and south the climate of each
region differs greatly.' Each region produces characteristic agricultural
products reflecting that region's geographical characteristics. 2 Japanese
consumers associate many agricultural products with specific regions. For
them, labels with a specific geographic origin show the character as well
as the quality of the product. An agricultural product's place of origin is,
therefore, one of the most important benchmarks for consumers in
selecting agricultural products. 3 Some regions, through long term efforts
to build and maintain the quality of their products, have created significant
trade value for the specific geographic area. In Japan these geographic
terms, or geographic names, are called "regional brands."' Recently, in
order to stimulate regional economies, many local governments and
organizations, including agricultural and fishery cooperatives, have been
1 Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan [hereinafter MAFF], Wagakuni
no Nourinsuisanbutsu I Shokuhin nikakaru Chiriteki Hyouji wo meguru Genjyou to Kadal
[Present Status and Issues About Geographic Indication of Food and Agricultural




3 MAFF, Heisei 16 nendo Shokuryou Nougyou Nouson no Doukou [2004 Annual Report
on Food, Agriculture and Rural Areas in Japan] 29 (2005), available at
http://www.maff.go.jp/hakusyo/kaigai/2004a-rep.pdf at 25, fig. 2 (more than eighty
percent of the consumers that responded to a MAFF survey reported that the information
of place of origin is necessary in selecting vegetables).
4 Sangyou Kouzou Shingikai, Shouhyou Seido Shouiinkai [Trademark System
Subcommittee, Intellectual Property Committee, Industrial Structure Council (hereinafter
Trademark System Subcommittee], advisory panel of Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry of Japan [hereinafter METI]], Chiiki Burando no Shouhyou Hou ni okeru Hogo
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trying to set up new regional brands.5
To protect consumers' interest in product origin and producers'
good will for specific geographic names, the Japanese government has set
up special regulatory schemes. The Japanese Agricultural Standards Act
("JAS Act") requires that all "perishable foods" and certain ingredients in
many "processed foods" indicate their place of origin.6 In addition, a 2005
amendment to the Japanese Trademark Act 7 enables cooperatives,
including agricultural and fishery cooperatives, to register a geographic
descriptive term connected with the name of their products as a "regional
collective trademark." 8 This option is available even if the product's mark
has not yet acquired distinctiveness in nationwide commerce.9
This article discusses the Japanese regulatory system, including
both place of origin labeling and the 2005 amendments to the Japanese
Trademark Act. Section II describes the Japanese system of geographic
origin labeling. Section III describes the United State's mandatory country
of origin labeling, introduced in 2005 by the Farm Bill,' 0 and trademark
protection of geographic names in the United States." Section IV
compares the Japanese regulatory system with the United States' and
s MAFF, supra note 3, at 20.6 Nourinbusshi no Kikakuka oyobi Hyouji no Tekiseika ni kansuru Houritsu [Law
Concerning Standardization and Proper Labeling of Agricultural and Forestry Products;
Japanese Agricultural Standards Act], Law No.175 of 1950, art. 19-13, available at
http://www.maff.gojp/soshiki/syokuhin/hinshitu/e_label/file/Law/JASlaw.pdf
hereinafter JAS Act].
Shouhyou Hou no Ichibu wo Kaiseisuru Houritu [The Act to Amend the Japanese
Trademark Act], Law No. 56 of 2005, available at
http://www5.cao.go.jp/otodb/english/houseido/houlh_07030.html.
8 Shouhyou Hou [The Japanese Trademark Act], Law No. 127 of 1959, art. 7 [hereinafter
Japanese Trademark Act].
9 Id. at art. 7-2, para. 1.
10 7 U.S.C. §§ 1638-1638d (2000).
" 15 U.S.C. §§ 1051-1141n.
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discusses whether it would be advantageous for the United States to
introduce a similar system.
II. JAPANESE SYSTEM OF GEOGRAPHIC ORIGIN
A. Place of Origin Labeling
Japan is highly dependent on imported food and has the largest
food trade deficit in the world.12 Japan's food import dependency has long
been over 50% and in 2002 it was 60%.13 Therefore, Japanese consumers
are exposed to numerous imported foods. Before the 1970s, however,
Japanese consumers were not informed of foods' countries of origin
because there was no requirement mandating retailers to label foods' place
of origin for consumers.14 An amendment to the JAS Act of 1970
authorized the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan
("MAFF") to enact quality-labeling standards which impose various food
labeling requirements for the benefit of general consumers. 5 Under this
12 The U.S. is the biggest importer of food, followed by Japan. The U.S. is also one of
the biggest exporters of food among the world and Japan's food trade deficit is the largest.
See generally MAFF, Heisei 15 nendo Shokuryou Nougyou Nouson no Doukou [2003
Annual Report on Food, Agriculture and Rural District] 74 (2004).
1 Food self-sufficiency for Japan was 43% in 1995 and 40% in 2004. Food
self-sufficiency is the percentage of total calories of Japanese agricultural products
consumed in Japan divided by the total calories of food consumption in Japan. See
MAFF, supra note 3 at 58.
14 See Futou Keihinrui oyobi Futouhyouji Boushihou [Act Against Unjustifiable
Premiums and Misleading Representations], Law No. 134 of 1962, art. 4, para. 1,
available at http://www.jftc.go.jp/e-pagellegislation/premiums/prerep_2005.pdf
(prohibits misrepresentation of geographic origin of products, but does not impose
labeling as to geographic origin).
1s Nourinbusshi Kikakuhou no Ichibu wo Kaiseisuru Houritsu [The Act to Amend JAS
Act], Law No. 92 of 1970. The JAS Act provides that the Minister of MAFF may enact
quality labeling standards, which impose various food labeling requirements, to provide
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authority, MAFF imposed place of origin labeling requirements on various
agricultural products.
1. Place of Origin Labeling for Perishable Foods
Before 1996, place of origin labeling requirements did not exist for
perishable foods. During the 1990s, Japanese consumers began to
appreciate the importance of knowing the place of origin of imported
vegetables when the amount of imported vegetables increased
significantly.16 In the late 1990s, MAFF enacted new quality labeling
standards, under the authority of the JAS Act,'7 which required retailers to
show place of origin of nine kinds of fresh vegetables" In 2000, MAFF
finally enacted new quality labeling standards for all perishable foods,
mandating place of origin labeling ("POOL") beginning in 2000.19
The Quality Labeling Standard for Perishable Foods requires all
appropriate benchmarks in choosing foods for general consumers. JAS Act, supra note
6, art. 19-13. The Minister must take into consideration the opinion of the Research
Committee for Agricultural and Forestry Standard, an advisory panel of the Minister of
MAFF. Id.; see also http://www.jasnet.or.jp/jigyou/sinjas/panfuEGpdf.
16 MAFF, Heisei 17 nendo Shokuryou Jyukyu Hyou [Statistics of Food Supply and
Demand of F.Y. 2005]. The amount of imported vegetables was 3,495 kt in 1991 and
5,921 kt in 1999. Id. It increased sixty-nine percent during that period. Id. To
satisfy consumer demands for place of origin labeling, MAFF enacted "Guidelines for
Place of Origin Labeling" in April 1991 and encouraged retailers to voluntarily follow the
guidelines.
17 JAS Act, supra note 6, at art. 19-13, para. 1.
18 These vegetables are broccoli, taro, garlic, ginger root, shitake-mushroom, burdock,
asparagus, snow-pea, and onion. MAFF, Update No. 330 (Oct. 8,1999), available at
http://www.maff.go.jp/mud/330.html; http://www.maff.go.jp/mud/169.html.
1 Seisen Shokuhin Hinshitsu Hyouji Kifyun [Quality Labeling Standard for Perishable
Foods], MAFF Notification No. 514 of 2000, art. 4, para. 1(2)(a), available at
http://www.maff.gojp/soshiki/syokuhin/hinshitu/organic/engyuki_514.pdf [hereinafter
Quality Labeling Standard for Perishable Foods].
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perishable foods to show the name of the product and the place of origin. 20
The term "perishable foods" includes vegetables, fruits, rice, wheat, beans,
meats, eggs, and marine products, but does not include processed foods.21
Distributors must display country of origin on the container or packages,
"in the invoices or in the statement of delivery;" retailers must display
country of origin on the container or packages, or close to the products and
in a form easily visible to the consumers. 22 If the perishable foods are
produced in Japan, the quality labeling standards require identification of
the name of the prefecture in which the foods were produced. 23 If
produced in a foreign country, the standard requires showing the name of
the country of origin.24 If the name of the region in a prefecture or a
country, including the name of state, city and county, is generally known
to consumers in Japan as a place of origin, the retailers may place the
name of the region instead of the name of prefecture or country.2 For
example, the retailers can show either "oranges from Florida" or "oranges
from the United States" because "Florida" is well known to the consumers
in Japan. These labeling standards ensure that consumers are accurately
informed of the product's origin.
20 id
21 Id. at art. 2.
22 Id. at art. 4, para. 2. However, there are two exceptions in which the standard will not
apply: (1) if the farmers sell the perishable foods directly to the consumers in the place in
which they are produced, or (2) the producers (including restaurants) serve the local
foods directly to the consumers in the area in which they are produced. Id. at art. 3, para.
1.
23 Id. at art. 4, para. 1(2)(a).
24 d
25 Id. There is no specific standard to determine what is "the name of place which is
generally known to consumers." The Quality Labeling Standards for Perishable Foods
Q&A published by MAFF only gives examples of names of places, but does not offer
standards to determine them. MAFF,
http://www.maff.gojp/soshiki/syokuhin/heya/newjas/qand_a/seisent~anda.pdf.
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2. Country of Origin Labeling for Processed Foods
Since 1972, the quality labeling standards mandated country of
origin labeling only for limited kinds of processed foods.26 In the case of
processed foods, however, the country of origin indicated only the place of
manufacture, but not the place of the ingredient's origin. 27 In 2000, MAFF
enacted a new quality labeling standard requiring all processed foods to
show their country of origin, beginning in 2001.28 The term "processed
foods" includes frozen vegetables and fruits; seasoned, boiled, steamed or
grilled meats and seafood; milk; and other various processed foods. 2 9 The
Processed Foods Quality Labeling Standard requires the following
26 Based on the authority under Article 19-13 of the JAS Act, MAFF enacted quality
labeling standards over 60 kinds of processed food and imposed country of origin
labeling on processed foods from 1972 to 1997. These quality labeling standards
include Jamrui Hinshitsu Hyouji Kyyun [Jam Quality Labeling Standard], MAFF
Notification No. 1574 of 1972.
27 Japan follows the CODEX country of origin rule of processed food. The Codex
Alimentarius Commission, which was created in 1963 by the FAQ and WHO, develops
food standards. Codex General Standard for the Labeling of Prepackaged Foods,
CODEX STAN 1-1985 § 4.5.1 (2006), available at
http://www.codexalimentarius.net/download/standards/32/CXS_001e.pdf. "The country
of origin of the food shall be declared if its omission would mislead or deceive the
consumer." Id. "When a food undergoes processing in a second country which
changes its nature, the country in which the processing is performed shall be considered
to be the country of origin for the purposes of labeling." Id. § 4.5.2.
28 Kakou Shokuhin Hinshitsu Hyouji Kyun [Quality Labeling Standard for Processed
Foods], MAFF Notification No. 513 of 2000, art. 3, para. 1, available at
http://www.maff.gojp/soshiki/syokuhin/hinshitu/e_label/file/Labeling/QLS processedfo
od.pdf [hereinafter Quality Labeling Standard for Processed Foods].
29 Id at art. 2. Processed foods are: processed agricultural foods (wheat and barleys,
flour, starch, processed vegetables, processed fruits, teas, coffee and cocoa, spices,
noodles, bread and similar preparations, cereal processed goods, kashi (cake and
confectioneries), prepared pulses, sugars, and other processed agricultural foods),
processed livestock foods (prepared meat, dairy products, processed poultry eggs and
other processed animal foods), processed marine foods (fish and shellfish, seaweeds,
prepared or preserved, other processed sea foods), seasonings and soups, edible oils and
fats, prepared foods, and the other processed foods, and beverages. Id.
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information on the label: ingredients, net contents, "best-before" date
("use-by" date), preservation methods, and the name or trade name and
address of the producer. 30 The standard also requires all imported
processed foods to show the country of origin of the processed food.'
Distributors and retailers must label the information on the container or
package. 32
The country of origin labeling requirement was sometimes
confusing and misleading because the country of origin of processed food
does not necessarily mean the country where the ingredient of the food
was produced, but it does indicate the country where the final processing
occurred. 3 Consumers in Japan demanded that the country of origin
labeling also reflect the ingredient's origin, in addition to the place of
manufacture. 34 From 2000 to 2002, MAFF first mandated country of
origin labeling for certain ingredients in certain kinds of processed
foods. 35 In April 2006, a Joint Committee for Food Labeling
recommended that the Japanese government expand the mandatory POOL
3 0 d. at art. 3, para. 1.
31 Id. at art. 3, para. 6.
32 Id. at art. 4, para. 2.
3 See supra note 27.
34 Shokuhinryutu Kouzou Kaizen Sokushin-hou no Ichibu-wo Kaiseisuru Houan [Bill to
Amend Food Circulation Structure Improvement and Promotion Act]; Hearing Before the
House of Councilors Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Comm., 147th Sess. (2000)
(statement of Katsutoshi Kaneda, the Vice-Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries).
3 These eight ingredients in processed foods are: plum and scallion in pickles, seaweed
in dried or salted seaweeds, mackerel in salted mackerel, eel in teriyaki eel, bonito in
dried bonito, and vegetables in frozen vegetables. MAFF, Kakou Shokuhin no Genryou
Gensanchi Hyouji no Genjyounitsuite [Present Status of Place of Origin Labeling of
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regulation to apply to additional varieties of processed foods. 36 In
considering whether to apply POOL regulations to previously unregulated
processed foods, the report recommended that the government consider
two factors. The first factor was whether consumers found that the place of
origin of an ingredient materially affects the quality of the processed
food.3 If consumers prefer to buy processed food with an ingredient from
a certain place of origin, it indicates strong consumer interest in the place
of origin for this ingredient. The second factor considered was whether the
ingredient constitutes over fifty percent of the total weight of the
product. 38 This factor is motivated by the fact that labeling space is limited,
and food labels should contain information important to consumers. 39 In
2004, MAFF amended the quality labeling standards and required place of
origin labeling for ingredients found in twenty types of processed foods if
manufactured in Japan.40
These twenty types include dried or frozen fruits and vegetables;
salted or dried fish, shellfish, and seaweed; and boiled, steamed or grilled
meat.4 1 MAFF chose these varieties of processed foods because of the
36 The Joint Committee for Food Labeling consists of the Medical Ethics Council,
Pharmaceutical Affairs, and Food Sanitation and Research Committee for Agricultural
and Forestry Standard. Kakou Shokuhin no Gensanchi Hyouji no Saranaru
Suishinnitsuite [Further Introduction of Mandatory Place of Origin Labeling over
Ingredients in Processed Food] 1-4 (2006), available at
http://www.maff.go.jp/www/public/cont/20060403pb_1b.pdf.
3 Id. at 3.
8Id. at 9.
39 id.
40 See Quality Labeling Standard for Processed Foods, supra note 28, at tbl. 2. The
Amendment became effective on September 14, 2004, with a two-year transition period.
41 Id. at art. 3, para. 5. These twenty types are: (1) dried mushrooms, vegetables and
fruits, (2) salted mushrooms, vegetables and fruits (3) boiled or steamed mushrooms,
vegetables and pulses, and beans jam, (4) mixed vegetables, mixed fruits, other mixtures
of vegetables, fruits and mushrooms, (5) green tea, (6) rice cake, (7) roasted shelled
peanuts, roasted peanuts and roasted beans, (8) alimentary konjac products, (9) seasoned
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lack of complex processing of the raw ingredient. For example, seasoned
fish was included because the process of seasoning does not change the
nature of the fish itself. On the other hand, fish pate has changed the
nature of the fish itself. A domestic manufacturer of any of these processed
food products must display an ingredient's country of origin if the
ingredient constitutes over fifty percent of the net weight of the product.43
If the ingredient's country of origin is Japan, then the manufacturer may
display either "domestic product" or "the name of prefecture."44 Through
these regulations, consumers in Japan are able to receive detailed
information about a food's origin.
3. Misrepresentation of the Place of Origin
Of course, regulations inspire consumer trust only if strictly
enforced. The Minister of MAFF has the authority to enforce the quality
labeling standards. 45 First, the Minister may warn the producers,
distributors, and retailers to comply with the quality labeling standards.46
If the retailer does not comply, the Minister may order compliance.47
meat, (10) boiled or steamed poultry meat and eggs, (11) slightly roasted meat, (12)
prepared meat with deep-fry batter, (13) ground meats and other mixed meats, (14)
unsalted and dried fish and shellfishes, salted and dried fish and shellfishes, boiled and
dried fish and shellfish, tangle, dried laver, roasted laver and other dried seaweeds, (15)
salted fish and shellfishes, salted seaweeds, (16) seasoned fish, shellfishes and seaweeds,
(17) boiled or steamed fish, shellfishes and seaweeds, (18) slightly roasted fish and
shellfishes, (19) prepared fish and shellfishes with deep-fry batter, and (20) mixtures of
fresh foods other than those described in (4) and (13). Id. at tbl. 2.
42 Joint Committee for Food Labeling, supra note 36, at 3.
43 Quality Labeling Standard for Processed Foods, supra note 28, at art. 3, para. 6 and art.
4, para. 1(8).
4 Id.
45 JAS Act, supra note 6, at art. 19-14.
46 Id. at art. 19-14, para. 1.
47Id. at art. 19-14, para. 3.
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Those who violate an order are subject to a fine of no more than
X'1,000,000 (approximately $8,500), or imprisonment of not more than one
year.48 In addition, the Minister can announce the name of the offending
producer to the public. 49
The Japanese government enforces the labeling regulations
through approximately 2,000 MAFF officials in local branches and
officials in 47 prefectures. 50 In addition, the Japanese government
employs 4,100 people to monitor labeling in retail stores and to report
violations of labeling requirements.' In verifying labeling, MAFF utilizes
business records, including invoices, as well as scientific analysis, such as
DNA testing of the agricultural products. 52 According to a 2003
investigation of over 4.9 million retail stores by the Japanese government,
4.3% of these stores featured inadequate POOL on perishable foods in
their stores.53 Based on the authority in the JAS Act, MAFF warned 57
producers, distributors and retailers to comply with the quality labeling
standards. 54 Compliance with these quality standards, including POOL, is
48 Id at art. 24, n.8. A corporation is subject to a fine of no more than Y100,000,000.
(approximately $850,000). Id.
49 MAFF, Standard as to the Announcement of the Name of the Offending Producer
(2002).
5 0 MAFF, Shokuhin Hyouji no Kanshi Shidounitsuite [Report about Enforcement of Food
Labeling] 2 (2005), available at
http://www.maff.gojp/www/counsil/counsil-cont/sougou-syokuryou/kyodo-kaigil24kail
sankou2.pdf.
s Id. at 5.52 1d. at 4.
3Id. at 2.
54 Id. at 3. For example, on December 12, 2006, MAFF instructed a producer which
repacked boiled bamboo shoots to comply with the country of origin requirement of the
Processed Foods Quality Labeling Standards based on Article 19-14, paragraph 1 and
report what they had done to comply with the instruction to MAFF by January 22, 2007.
The company used labeling which indicated the country of origin of the boiled bamboo
shoot was Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan, in spite of the fact the company repacked bulk
product from China. MAFF,
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important in order to adequately meet consumer interest.
4. Evaluation of the Mandatory Labeling System in Japan
The mandatory labeling system in Japan is highly valued by
Japanese consumers. According to a survey administered by the Japanese
government in 2004, more than 80% of Japanese consumers think place of
origin information is necessary when selecting fresh vegetables.5" In
addition, Japanese consumers believe that Japanese agricultural products
are superior to imported agricultural products in respect to their food
safety, taste and quality.56 Additionally, about seventy percent of Japanese
consumers prefer to buy Japanese domestic agricultural products. 57
Therefore, the mandatory POOL, which enables consumers to identify
domestic products from imported products, has become indispensable for
Japanese consumers.
Farmers also support the POOL regulations. Although the original
intent of the JAS Act labeling system was not to promote Japanese
agricultural production, 5 agricultural producers' groups now value
mandatory labeling for its secondary effect in marketing Japanese products.
According to the Japan Central Union of Agricultural Cooperative, 59 "the
http://www.maff.go.jp/www/press/2006/20061221press_6.html.
s5 MAFF, supra note 3, at 29.
5 6 MAFF, Kokusan no Tsuyomi wo ikashita Nougyou Seisan no Tenkaitounikansuru Ishiki
Ikou Chousa Kekka [Research of Consumer's View of Domestic Agricultural Products]
(2006), available at http://www.maff.go.jp/www/press/cont2/20060307press 2.pdf.
s7MAFF, Heisei 17 nendo Shokuryou Nougyou Nouson no Doukou [2005 Annual Report
on Food, Agriculture and Rural District] (2006) 147.
58 JAS Act, supra note 6, at art. 1.
s9 The Japan Central Union of Agricultural Cooperative is an organization established
under the Agricultural Cooperative Act, Law No. 123 of 1947, art. 73-15, to help promote
agricultural activity.
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Japanese government tries to increase the demand for Japanese
agricultural products." 60 The Cooperative has also noticed POOL enables
consumers to distinguish products from various regions. Generally
speaking, retail prices of Japanese agricultural products are more than
thirty percent higher than those of imported products. 62 In other words, the
Japanese farmers enjoy the price premium in their products over imported
products. Farmers can enjoy the premium because consumers can
distinguish the Japanese domestic products from imported products by
adequate labeling.
Both consumers and farmers demand that POOL be applied to
additional kinds of ingredients in processed foods. In 2006, the Joint
Committee for Food Labeling recommended that MAFF review the POOL
regulations in five years and should also begin considering whether to
expand POOL regulations for ingredients in additional kinds of processed
foods.63 In addition, the Japanese government encourages food service
establishments to voluntarily display POOL on ingredients in their
dishes.64
60 Shokuryou Nougyou Nouson Kihonhouan [Bill of Basic Act of Food, Agriculture and
Rural Development]; Hearing on Commentators about Bill of Basic Act of Food,
Agriculture and Rural Development Before the House of Councilors, Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries Comm., 145th Sess. (1999) (statement of Toshio Yamada, a
managing director of the Japan Central Union of Agricultural Cooperatives: "it is
appropriate that the Japanese government codified the idea that the place of origin
labeling is important not only because the Japanese government tries to meet the
consumers' demand for food safety but also because the Japanese government tries to
increase the demand for Japanese agricultural products.").
61 See id.
62 MAFF, supra note 3 at 150-51.
63 Joint Committee for Food Labeling, Kakou Shokuhin no Gensanchi Hyouji no
Saranaru Suishinnitsuite [Further Introduction of Mandatory Place of Origin Labeling
over Ingredients in Processed Food] (2006), available at
http://www.maff.go.jp/www/public/cont/20060403pb_1b.pdf.
6 MAFF asked the food service establishments to voluntarily show place of origin on
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The Japanese government promotes various programs to foster a
close relationship between farmers and consumers. These programs
include "Chisan-Chisho" (Grow Locally and Eat Locally) to encourage
consumers to consume agricultural products from the region around
them; 65 "Shoku-Iku" (Food education) to encourage consumers to
understand the food system and food culture; 66 and "Traceability System"
to enable consumers to know how the products are produced.6 The
Japanese government recognizes the importance of providing information
regarding food production to consumers through these programs to meet
consumers demand.68 The government also recognizes that consumers'
trust in the quality of Japanese products will promote Japanese
agriculture. 69 Based on the support by consumers and farmers, POOL
appears to be one of the most important tools to provide information for
consumers.
B. Regional Brands
items served in these establishments according to the MAFF's 2006 guideline.
6MAFF, supra note 12 at 58 (stating "Chisan-Chisho is beneficial for both consumers
and farmers. Consumers can get fresh products directly from the region and can know
their origin. Farmers can know how consumers evaluate the product and can reduce
cost for distribution.").
6 6 MAFF, supra note 57 at 44 (stating the Japanese Diet enacted Shokuiku Kihonhou
[Basic Act of Food Education], Law No.63 of 2005, to encourage people to have "food
education" opportunities to promote the health of people). Food education includes an
opportunity to understand food culture, and an opportunity to understand the production
of food for students and consumers. Id. at art. 7.
67 MAFF, supra note 12 at 16 ("for example, consumers can get information at a retail
store by using an electronic tag system about certain agricultural products. Available
information includes who produced the agricultural products, the regional origin, and
how the products were produced.").
68 Japanese Cabinet, Shokuryou Nougyou Nouson Kihon Keikaku [The Basic Plan on
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1. Background of Regional Brands in Japan
As previously discussed, place of origin information is one of the
most important benchmarks for Japanese consumers. In other words,
consumers in Japan associate quality with a product's geographic origin,
and as a result, give significant trade value to geographic names. Japan's
long history and unique regional culture have contributed to the use of
many geographical descriptive terms as trademarks for regional
agricultural products as well as traditional industrial arts.70 These terms
have been recognized as "regional brands" that are distinctive among
similar goods in commerce and have established significant reputations.
Producers of those particular regions have maintained superior quality for
many consecutive years. Examples of regional brands include "Yubari
Melon" in the Hokkaido Prefecture, 72 "Kishu Bincho Tan" charcoal
produced in Kishu in the Wakayama Prefecture, 73 and "Kobe Beef' in the
Hyogo Prefecture.74
Most regional brands are a combination of geographic origin and
70 MAFF, supra note 1, at 2.
n1 Id.72 Id. at 4 (stating, "Yubari Melon is a special kind of melon produced in Yubari,
Hokkaido Prefecture. The production of melon in Yubari began around 1923. The
farmers in Yubari have grown the same breed of melon for more than 40 years. Its price
is about Y875 per kg and is 2.2 times higher than other melons produced in Japan.").
73 Id. (stating, "Kishu Bincho Tan is a charcoal which is produced in Kishu, Wakayama
Prefecture. Only a specific kind of oak timber, aged for over 30 years, is used for the
charcoal. It is said that a wholesale dealer in Kishu first named the charcoal in the
1690s. It established a sophisticated brand in the Japanese market and its price is about
Y7,000 per 15 kg, and from about 1.9 to 2.0 times higher than the no-brand charcoal
F roduced in Japan.").4 Koube-niku Ruytsu Suishin Kyougikai [Kobe Beef Distribution Promotion Council]
(stating "Kobe Beef is a Tajima breed beef which is born and raised in Hyogo Prefecture.
It became popular by the end of 19th century after Japan opened the Kobe port to foreign
countries."), available at http://www.kobe-niku.jp/kobebeef.cfm.
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the name of the product. Regional brands are significant because they
indicate not only place of origin but also outstanding quality. Generally,
these "geographic names" are called "geographic indications" and are
given intellectual property protection under the Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights ("TRIPS"). * In the EU, geographic
indications are considered separately from trademarks and are given
special legal status.76 In Japan, geographic indications, i.e., regional
brands, are protected under trademark law as in the United States.
Trademark law provides adequate protection for regional brands; however,
registering a regional brand as a trademark had proven to be very
difficult."
Many producers in the region have maintained traditional regional
brands, some of which have not been registered as trademarks. Intellectual
property rights have not been recognized until relatively recently in
7 MAFF, supra note 1, at 5-6. See also Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights, 33 I.L.M. 1197, art. 22, para. 1-2 (Apr. 15, 1994) [hereinafter TRIPS] (definition
of "geographic indications" is "for the purposes of this Agreement, indications which
identify a good as originating in the territory of a Member, or a region or locality in that
territory, where a given quality, reputation or other characteristic of the goods is
essentially attributable to its geographic origin." The member of WTO "shall provide
the legal means for interested parties to prevent: (a) the use of any means in the
designation or presentation of a good that indicates or suggests that the goods in question
originates in a geographical area other than the true place of origin in a manner which
misleads the public as to the geographic origin of the good; (b) any use which constitutes
an act of unfair competition within the meaning of Article 10bis of the Paris Convention
(1967).").
76 J. THOMAS MCCARTHY, 2 MCCARTHY ON TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETITION §
14:1.50 (4th ed. 2007) (stating "in Europe, geographical indications ("GIs") are given a
special legal status and are capable of being registered and legally protected, separate and
apart from trademark and unfair competition law .... Some European commentators
view GIs as unlike trademarks, emphasizing that a GI does not identify a single
commercial source.. . . Overall some 700 geographical indications for food are
registered under the EU system. Once registered, a protected name cannot become
ene 
mrc.").7Trade ark System Subcommittee, supra note 4, at 3.
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agriculture or in traditional industrial arts.78 In addition, many regional
brands were established many years ago and as a result some of the older
marks have become generic terms and therefore cannot be registered as a
trademark under the Japanese Trademark Act.79 It has also been difficult
for regional brands to meet the registration requirements of the Japanese
Trademark Act. Under the Act, a geographically descriptive mark, or
geographic name, may be registered as a collective mark only if (1) the
geographically descriptive mark has acquired distinctiveness in the stream
of commerce, or (2) the geographically descriptive mark, even if it is not
itself distinctiveness in commerce, is used in combination with a
distinctive design. so To acquire distinctiveness nationwide over a
geographically descriptive mark, the producer must invest large amounts
of money on advertising, public relations, and sales promotion for an
extended period of time. During that period of time, the producers are at
risk of free riders using the same or similar geographically descriptive
marks.8 1 Even if free riders use the same or similar mark for inferior
goods or goods from other regions to gain an unfair advantage, the
producers cannot prevent these activities under the trademark law without
having registered the mark as a trademark.82 As a result of free riders'
78 Some geographical names of Japanese foods have become generic; therefore these
geographical names are unable to register as a trademark. For example, "Tsukuda-ni"
was a type of simmered foods produced in Tsukuda, Tokyo but Tukuda-ni now means a
type of simmered food with soy source.
7 Japanese Trademark Act, supra note 8, at art. 46, para. 1, n. 1 (if a trademark becomes
generic, the mark is subject to cancellation).
Id. at art. 3, para. 1, n.3 (a trademark by which the applicant may distinguish his or her
goods from the goods of others may register the trademark unless the trademark merely
consists of geographic origin, quality, etc.); Id. at para. 2 (the applicant may register the
trademark if the trademark can be distinguishable from the goods of others).
81 Trademark System Subcommittee, supra note 4, at 7.
82 For example, Yubari Agricultural Cooperative, an owner of a mark of "Yubari Melon,"
recognized the importance of trademark protection because other producers used "Yubari
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activity, geographically descriptive marks are unable to acquire
distinctiveness because of the difficulty in distinguishing the original
products from the free riders' products. 83 In addition, the trademark
protection given to the geographically descriptive mark combined with a
distinctive design is limited.84 Because this kind of trademark cannot
protect the geographically descriptive mark itself, it is impossible to enjoin
other free riders from using the geographically descriptive mark by itself
or in combination with another design. For example, the Yubari Melon
mark was first introduced in 1923, however, some free riders tried to use
the same mark during the 1970s.8 5 Aware of the importance of trademark
protection, the Yubari Agricultural Cooperative applied to register the
mark which combined the word "Yubari Melon" with a melon shape. 86
The cooperative tried to register the phrase "Yubari Melon" itself, but the
Japanese Patent Office twice refused the application because the mark
lacked distinctiveness. 8 7 In 1993, the Japanese Patent Office finally
registered the mark. Because of the difficulty in registering geographic
descriptive terms as a trademark, many farmers, agricultural and fisheries
cooperatives, and producers of traditional industrial arts requested new
protections for regional brands.8 9
2. Introduction of Legal Protection over Regional Brands in 2005
Melon" in the markets during the 1970s. Id.
83 Id.




89 Id. at 5-6. The report specified "Tokachi Kawanishi Nagalmo" (Chinese yam
produced in Tokachi, Hokkaido Prefecture), "Takamori Gyu" (beef produced in
Yamaguchi Prefecture), and "Kaseda Kabocha" (squash produced in Kagoshima
Prefecture) as examples of regional brands who sought to register them as trademarks.
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In 2004, the Intellectual Property Policy Headquarters, a Japanese
government entity, decided to provide special legal protection for regional
brands. 90 Following this decision, the MAFF and the Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry of Japan ("METI") began discussing the issue. In their
discussions, these ministries contemplated various legal methods to
protect regional brands.91
At first, the MAFF considered the possibility of protecting regional
brands by establishing a new category of Japanese Agricultural Standards
("JAS"), which would require an amendment to the existing JAS Act.92 in
this case, the MAFF suggested that the Ministry should allow the use of
labeling of regional brands only to those producers graded by a certified
organization, thereby confirming that the products meet the standard. 93
However, the JAS Act is not intended to protect producers' good will, but
rather consumer interest.94 Thus, the ministry concluded that to use the
JAS in this manner was not appropriate. 95 In addition, the MAFF
discussed whether the geographic indications protections for wine and
90 Intellectual Property Policy Headquarters of Japan, Chiteki-zaisan Suishin Keikaku
2004 [Intellectual Property Promotion Plan 2004] Chapter 2(I)(3), (5) (2004), available
at http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/singi/titeki2/kettei/040527f.html.
9' MAFF formed an advisory panel named "Shokuhintou no Chiriteki Hyouji no Hogo
nikansuru Senmonka Kaigo" [Meeting of Specialists Concerning Protection of
Geographic Indication for Foods] to discuss the new legal scheme. METI started the
discussion at the Trademark System Subcommittee.
92 MAFF, supra note 1, at 11-14.
93 Id. at 12. The use of the labeling specified by the Japanese agricultural standard,
without acquiring grading from a certified organization, is prohibited. JAS Act, supra
note 6, at art. 19-15, para. 2. Therefore, only the producers who acquired grading can
use the regional brand labeling; thus it is possible to limit the use of the regional brand.
MAFF, supra note 1, at 12.
94 JAS Act, supra note 6, at art. 1.
9s MAFF, supra note 1, at 12.
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spirits should be introduced to protect regional brands.96 The Alcohol
Beverages Cooperative Act 97 prohibits any use of geographic designation
of wine and sprits unless the wine or sprits are produced in that geographic
area pursuant to Article 23 of TRIPS. 98 The MAFF decided against
introducing the scheme because the Ministry determined it was
unnecessary to give such protection to agricultural products other than
wine and spirits. 99
METI also considered introducing certification marks like those
established in the U.S. by the Trademark Act of 1946, as Amended
("Lanham Act"), 00 in Japan.' 0 A certification mark under the Lanham
Act is a mark used to certify "regional or other origin, material, mode of
manufacture, quality, accuracy, or other characteristics" of goods or
96 Id. at 20.
97 Shuzei no Hozen oyobi Shuruigyou Kumiai tou nikansuru Houritsu [The Act of Alcohol
Beverage Tax and Alcohol Beverages Cooperative], Law No. 87 of 1953, art. 86-6, para.
1; Chiriteki Hyouji nikannsuru Hyouji Kyyun [Labeling Standard for Geographic
Description of Wine and Spirits], National Tax Agency Notification No. 4 of 1994.
9 TRIPS, art. 23.1 ("Each Member shall provide the legal means for interested parties to
prevent use of a geographical indication identifying wines for wines not originating in the
place indicated by the geographical indication in question or identifying spirits for spirits
not originating in the place indicated by the geographical indication in question, even
where the true origin of the goods is indicated or the geographical indication is used in
translation or accompanied by expression such as "kind", "type", "style", "imitation" or
the like."). In the U.S., geographical names that are not names for distinctive type of
wine and sprits, and that are not generic can be used only to designate their origin unless
the geographical name has become generic for certain types of wine and sprits. 27
U.S.C. § 205 (2000); 27 C.F.R. §§ 4.24(b) & 5.22(k) (2006).
9 Discussion of Shokuhin touno Chiriteki Hyouji no Hogo nikansuru Senmonka Kaigo




'" 15 U.S.C. §§ 1051-1141n (2000).
10 Trademark System Subcommittee, supra note 4, at 12.
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servicesl 02 but is not used to identify the source of products nor to sell the
certifier's own products. The purpose of providing legal protection for
regional brands is not to certify the regional origin, but to promote
products by distinguishing the products from others and to protect the
producer's good will.103 In the end, the Ministry decided a collective
trademark that indicated the commercial source was preferable to the
certification mark under the Lanham Act, which does not indicate the
commercial source.1
As a result of discussions conducted by an advisory panel of the
METI, the Japanese government concluded that the protection of regional
brands could be accomplished by the introduction of a regional collective
trademark, a special type of collective mark in the Japanese Trademark
Act.' 05 Based on the report of the panel, the amendment was promulgated
on June 29, 2005 and went into effect on April 1, 2006.106
The amended Japanese Trademark Act makes it easier to register a
regional brand as a "regional collective trademark" and gives the owner of
the mark exclusive rights to use a brand as a trademark. 107 To qualify for
the new system, a mark must combine a geographical descriptive term,
102 Lanham Act § 45, 15 U.S.C. § 1127; 3 McCARTHY, supra note 76, § 19:94 ("the
owner [of a certification mark] cannot use the mark - it can only license to others to use
only as a certification symbol.").
103 Trademark System Subcommittee, supra note 4, at 12.
104 U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, Trademark Manual of Examining Procedure §
1306.01 (4th ed. 2005) ("a certification mark does not indicate commercial source nor
distinguish the goods or services of one person from those of another person.")
[hereinafter TMEP]; Japan Patent Office, Meeting Transcript of Trademark System
Subcommittee, available at
http://www.jpo.go.jp/shiryou/toushin/shingikai/t_mark_giji09.htm .
105 Japan Patent Office, Meeting Transcript of Trademark System Subcommittee,
available at http://www.jpo.go.jp/shiryou/toushin/shingikailt_markgiji09.htm.
0 6 Shouhyou Hou no Ichibu wo Kaiseisuru Houritu [The Act to Amend the Japanese
Trademark Act], Law No. 56 of 2005.
107 Japanese Trademark Act, art. 7-2.
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that is, the name of the geographic area itself, and the name of the good or
service. 0 8 The geographic name must have some relationship to the good
or service; therefore, arbitrary, deceptive, or misleading use of the
geographic name is prohibited.'0o
Under the amended act, cooperatives qualify for the regional
collective trademark." 0 The Act, which governs the cooperative, prohibits
the cooperative from refusing membership without legitimate reasons and
from imposing more difficult conditions on new members than present
members."' These cooperatives include agricultural, fishery, and small
business cooperatives found either in Japan or in other countries but does
not include public service or stock corporations.112
Although distinctiveness of a mark is usually required to register a
collective trademark, 113 it is not required for "regional collective
trademarks."ll 4 For example, to be registered as a regional collective
trademark, the mark must be recognized by consumers and represent the
cooperative members' goods or services,'' 5 but does not need to have
acquired distinctiveness in commerce. 116 It is sufficient to establish
recognition by the consumers in prefectures around the region, rather than
08 Id at para. 1.
0o Id. at para. 2.
0Id. at para. 1.
"1 Id
112 Id. Although the purpose of the amendment of the Japanese Trademark Act is to
promote Japanese industries, the act enables cooperatives founded in the other countries.
The discrimination against foreign cooperatives is not allowed. See 2 McCarthy, supra
note 76, at § 14:1.1 ("In 2005, a WTO panel upheld the United States challenge and held
that U.S. companies must be able to use the EU system the same as European
producers.").
1 Japanese Trademark Act, supra note 8, at art. 3, para. 1, n.3-6, para. 2.
114 Id. at art. 7-2, para. 1.
" Id. at art. 5.
"
6 Id. at art. 7.
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by nationwide consumers,' 17 unlike a collective mark under the Lanham
Act which may be registered only if the mark has acquired distinctiveness
("secondary meaning") in interstate commerce."
The regional collective trademark has the same exclusive right as a
traditional trademark under the Japanese Trademark Act." 9 Members of
the cooperative have the right to use the mark in accordance with the rules
decided by the cooperative.12 0 Additionally, like collective marks under
the Lanham Act, the cooperative itself can also use the mark to identify its
goods or services. 121 However, the owner of the regional collective
trademark cannot transfer the trademark right to others1 22 because the
regional collective trademark is designed only to help establish the
regional brand and protect the mark as a regional brand, and should not be
117 Japan Patent Office, Heisei 17 nendo Shouhyou Hou no Ichibu Kaisei [Interpretation
of 2005 Amendment of Japanese Trademark Act] 16 (2005).
118 15 U.S.C. § 1052(e), (f) (2000) ("No trademark ... shall be refused on the principal
register . .. unless it - (e) Consists of a mark which, ... (2) when used on or in
connection with the goods of the applicant is primarily geographically descriptive of
them ... ; (f) ... nothing [herein] shall prevent the registration of a mark used by the
applicant which has become distinctive of the applicant's goods in commerce."); TMEP,
supra note 104, § 1212 (A geographic descriptive mark, which is inherently distinctive,
"may be registered on the Principal Register only upon proof of acquired distinctiveness,
or 'secondary meaning,' that is, proof that it has become distinctive as applied to the
applicant's goods or services in commerce.").
1 Japanese Trademark Act, supra note 8, at art. 25.
120 Id. at art. 31-2, para. 1.
1213 McCarthy, supra note 76, § 19:100 ("[Trademark Law Revision Act of 1988]
expressly excepts collective marks from precluding the certification mark owner from
also making trademark or service mark use of the symbol on related goods. Thus, the
anti-use by owner prohibition does not apply to collective marks."); Japanese Trademark
Act, art. 7-2, para. 3 ("A trademark by which the goods of the applicant or the members'
may be distinguished from the goods of others may register the trademark."). However,
the Japan Patent Office states that the owner of the collective mark may use the mark
along with its members to identify its goods. Japan Patent Office, Kougyou Shoyuken
Hou no Kaisetsu [Interpretation of Amendment of Industrial Intellectual Property Acts]
178 (2005).
122 Japanese Trademark Act, supra note 8, at art. 24-3.
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used as a means to acquire the right by an unqualified entity.123
A regional collective mark is granted to establish a regional brand
and is subject to cancellation in the following situations. First, the regional
collective trademark may be cancelled if the cooperative discriminates
against farmers from the same region or prevents the farmers from
becoming a member of the cooperative.124 Second, a mark no longer
recognized by consumers may be cancelled. 125 Because the mark is
granted to establish a brand, the owner is obliged to spend time and money
for advertising their goods to become a nationwide brand.126 Third, the
mark is subject to cancellation if the cooperative transfers the right of the
mark to another; or the cooperative is no longer a cooperative.127 This
factor is to prevent non-qualifing entities from acquiring the mark through
transfer.128 A regional collective mark is also subject to the conditions
which are imposed against trademarks; trademarks are subject to
cancellation if the mark has become generic or has been abandoned by the
owner. 129
'
23 Trademark System Subcommittee, supra note 4, at 14.
124 Japanese Trademark Act, supra note 8, at art. 46, para. 1, n. 1.
125 Id. at n.1.
126 Japan Patent Office, supra note 117, at 25.
127 Japanese Trademark Act, supra note 8, at art. 24-3.
128 Japan Patent Office, supra note 117, at 24-25.
129 Japanese Trademark Act, supra note 8, at art. 46, para. 1.
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3. Evaluation of Regional Collective Trademark Protection in Japan
The Japanese government recognizes the importance of
establishing regional brands to promote regional agriculture and stimulate
regional economies so consumers can choose products from a certain
region and differentiate one product from one another.1 30 Therefore, the
Japanese government provides various programs to encourage farmers to
establish regional brands. For example, METI Hokkaido created a website
to help encourage regional brands.' ' METI Hokkaido held seminars and
meetings about establishing regional brands to educate local government
officials, agricultural cooperatives, and farmers.' 32 In addition, MAFF also
has programs to promote regional brands as tools to promote regional
agriculture.133 All of these programs encourage cooperatives to register the
regional brands because the newly introduced regional collective
trademark is the most important legal support for setting up the new
brands and to develop existing brands. After the amendment came into
effect, regional cooperatives applied for 638 regional collective
trademarks from April 2006 to February 2007.134 By October 2006, the
Japanese Patent Office had registered fifty-two regional collective
trademarks.' 35 To have a reputation in the market and to maintain superior
quality, the Obihiro Kawanishi Agricultural Cooperative, the owner of the
mark, selected and preserved a superior kind of yam and constructed a
130 MAFF, supra note 57 at 150.
131 Hokkaido METI, http://www.hkd.meti.go.jp/hoksc/chiiki_brandlindex.htm.
132 d
133 MAFF, supra note 57 at 151-52.
134 Japan Patent Office, http://www.jpo.go.jp/torikumi/t-torikumilt-dantai-syouhyou.htm
(last visited March 22, 2007).
135 Id. For example, one of the registered trademarks was "Tokachi Kawanishi
Nagaimo" (Chinese yams produced in Tokachi, Hokkaido Prefecture). Id.
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storage and distribution facility.' 36 Farmers in the region decided to
distribute the yam exclusively to the cooperative so that similar products
would not appear on the market.'3 7 Through these efforts, the "Tokachi
Kawanishi Nagaimo" established a reputation of excellence and was
recognized by consumers and serves as an example as to how a regional
collective mark can be utilized as an effective legal method of encouraging
rural agriculture.
III. U.S. SYSTEM OF GEOGRAPHIC ORIGIN
A. Country of Origin Labeling
Until 2002 in the United States, no federal regulations required
place of origin labeling. The Tariff Act of 1930138 requires imported
articles or containers, including agricultural products, to be marked with
country of origin labels (such as "made in Japan") to indicate the country
of origin to the "ultimate purchaser" in the U.S.1'" The purpose of the
Tariff Act is to inform the public of a good's foreign origin and to confer
advantages to domestic producers in competing goods.140 The Act does
not necessarily require that retailers inform consumers of the country of
136 MAFF, supra note 3 at 170.
1 Id.
131 19 U.S.C. § 1304 (a), (b) (2000).139 Id. On the other hand, Kanzei Hou [Japanese Tariff Act] does not require imported
articles or containers to be marked with country of origin labels. The Act only prohibits
false representation of the country of origin. Unfair Labeling Prevention Act, Law No.
134 of 1962, art. 71.
140 See United States v. Ury, 106 F.2d 28 (2d Cir. 1939). If an importer imports bulk of a
product and repacks it, the consumer will be an ultimate purchaser because the importer
did not substantially transform the identity of the products. See Uniroyal, Inc. v. United
States, 702 F.2d 1022 (Fed. Cir. 1983).
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origin because the term "ultimate purchaser(s)" means "the person who
receive the [article] in form in which it was imported" and does not always
include the consumer.141 For example, if a retailer sells apples, which
arrive in a container marked "product of Japan," but does not sell the
apples in the original container, the retailer has no duty to inform
consumers of the apples' origin. Although some states require country of
origin labeling on limited agricultural products for consumers in retail
stores, 142 many agricultural and consumer groups have argued that
mandatory country of origin labeling requirement should be introduced
nationwide.14 3 Proponents of country of origin labeling argued that COOL
was beneficial for consumers because it will allow consumers to make an
"informed decision" in purchasing foods.'" Proponents also argue that
141 CSD 93-11 (Cust. Serv. 1993). "Ultimate purchaser" is defined generally as "the last
person in the United States who will receive the [article] in the form in which it was
imported." The National Agricultural Law Center, Country of Origin Labeling (COOL):
An Overview, available at
http://www.nationalaglawcenter.org/assets/overviews/cool.html.
142 Mandatory Country of Origin Labeling of Fish and Shellfish, 69 Fed. Reg. 59, 708,
59,742 (Oct.5, 2004) (to be codified at 7 C.F.R. pt. 60) (stating "[s]everal [s]tates have
implemented mandatory programs for country of origin labeling of certain commodities.
For example, Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi, and Louisiana have origin seafood
products. Other States including Wyoming, Idaho, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Louisiana, Kansas, and Mississippi have origin labeling requirements for certain meat
products. In addition, the State of Florida and the State of Maine have origin labeling
requirement for fresh produce items.").
143 148 CONG REC. H1537, H1538 (daily ed. Apr. 24, 2002) (statement of Rep. Hooley)
(stating "There are hundreds of local, regional, and national organizations that support
country-of-origin labeling. These include the American Farm Bureau, National Farmers
Union, United Stockgrowers of America, National Consumers League, Consumer
Federation of America, Public Citizen, and hundreds of other organizations.").
'"Id. at S4022 (statement of Mr. Inouye: "U.S. origin labeling is important because it
will allow consumers to vote with their wallets to support U.S. farmers, ranchers, and
fishermen."); id. at S4043 (statement of Mrs. Murray: "In another win-win situation for
farmers and consumers, the final bill increases purchases of fruits and vegetables for
federal feeding programs. That means better nutrition for our young people and a larger
market for our fruit and vegetable growers."); id. at S4044 (statement of Mr. Stevens:
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COOL will let consumers to choose U.S. products and promote U.S.
agriculture.
In 2002, the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002
("Farm Bill") amended the Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946 and
required mandatory country of origin labeling ("COOL") for beef, lamb,
pork, fish, shellfish, perishable agricultural commodities, and peanuts.145
The mandatory labeling was intended to be effective on September 30,
2004; 146 however, Congress twice delayed legislation to enforce
mandatory country of origin labeling for all products except fish and
shellfish until 2008.147 The legislation affecting fish and shellfish took
effect in April 4, 2005.148
Retailers who sell fish and shellfish to consumers must include the
country of origin and the method of production, whether wild or
farm-raised unless the commodity is an ingredient in a processed food.149
"Retailer" means any person, including a corporation, engaged in the
business of selling fresh fruit and fresh vegetables at retail whose cost of
all purchases exceeds $230,000 a year. 50 Therefore, the rule does not
"This will help consumers make informed decisions about the seafood they put on their
dinner tables. Alaskans know that wild fish from our waters are healthier and better
tasting then farmed fish from overseas. This provision will allow the rest of America to
make a more informed choice between pen-raised and wild salmon and learn about all the
benefits of Alaskan seafood.").
145 Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-171, § 10816, 116
Stat. 134; 7 U.S.C. §§ 1638-1638d (2002).
'4 7 U.S.C. § 1638d.
147 Consolidated Appropriations Act 2004, Pub. L. No. 108-199, § 749, 118 Stat. 3
(delayed two years from 2004 to 2006); Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug
Administration, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-97, §
792, 119 Stat. 2164 (Nov. 10, 2005) (delayed additional two years from 2006 to 2008).
148 Mandatory Country of Origin Labeling of Fish and Shellfish, 69 Fed. Reg. 59, 708
(Oct.5, 2004) (to be codified at 7 C.F.R. pt. 60).
149 7 C.F.R. §§ 60.105, 60.200 (2006).
o50 7 U.S.C. § 1638 (6) ("'retailer' ha[s] the meanings given the terms in [section 1(b)] of
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apply to small business retailers and fish markets which do not sell fruits
and vegetables. To enable the USDA to verify compliance with the rule,
any person who supplies fish and shellfish must keep records for one year,
and retailers are required to maintain records for as long as the covered
commodity is in their possession.' 5 In addition, a retailer may designate
the U.S. as the country of origin only if the farm-raised fish or shellfish is
"hatched, raised, harvested, and processed in the United States" or if the
wild-fish or shellfish is harvested in U.S. waters or by U.S. flagged
vessels.152 The Secretary of Agriculture may warn retailers who violate the
labeling regulations to comply with the regulation within 30 days.' 53 After
the 30 days, the Secretary may impose a fine of not more than $10,000 for
each violation if the Secretary decides the retailer willfully violated the
regulation.154
As stated above, the implementation of COOL on beef, lamb, pork,
the [Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act of 1930]"); 7 U.S.C. § 499a(b)(1 1) ("The
term 'retailer' means a person that is a dealer engaged in the business of selling any
perishable agricultural commodity at retail."); 7 U.S.C. § 499a(b)(4) ("The term
'perishable agricultural commodity' [m]eans ... [fjresh fruits and fresh
vegetables. . . ."); 7 U.S.C. § 499a(b)(6) ("The term "dealer" means any person engaged
in the business of buying or selling in wholesale or jobbing quantities .. .any perishable
agricultural commodity . . . , except that (B) no person buying any such commodity
solely for sale at retail shall be considered as a "dealer" until the invoice cost of his
purchases of perishable agricultural commodities in any calendar year are in excess of
$ 230,000.").
"' 7 C.F.R. § 60.400. The USDA first required more detailed record keeping, but they
simplified the requirement in the final rule because of the numerous comments from the
public. Mandatory Country of Origin Labeling of Fish and Shellfish, 69 Fed. Reg.
59,708, 59,726). They shortened the record keeping requirement from 2 years to 1 year
for suppliers and from 7 days to "the length of time the commodity is on hand" for
retailers. Id.
152 7 U.S.C. § 1638a(a)(2); 7 C.F.R. § 60.128.
113 7 U.S.C. § 1638b(b).
154 7 U.S.C. § 1638b(c) ("[I]f.. . the Secretary determines that the retailer has willfully
violated section 1638a of this title, after providing notice and an opportunity for a hearing
before the Secretary with respect to the violation.").
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perishable agricultural commodities and peanuts was delayed until 2008.
Meatpacking plants and grocery stores criticized COOL because of the
belief that COOL would impose the additional cost of labeling.' The
USDA has indicated that there "is considerable research indicating that a
majority of consumers have at least some interest in their food's origin,
and a smaller but significant proportion of consumers have a strong desire
to know where their food was produced."1 56 However, the USDA's
analysis found that COOL has no measurable economic benefits although
it imposes additional cost.'5 7 The USDA estimates that the cost of COOL
would be $89 million for the first year. 5 8
However, the USDA's analysis may be short sighted. As in Japan,
U.S. consumers have indicated a preference for local or U.S. goods. This
does not necessarily mean that COOL will not benefit U.S. producers,
because the benefits to consumers of knowing the origin of the products
would not be measured by economic benefit to farmers. Even if the
"measurable" economic benefits for consumers is insignificant, demand
155 National Pork Producers Council, MCOOL and Pork Producers: Where are the
Benefits? (June 20, 2003), available at
http://www.nppc.org/issue brief/2003/brief_062103.html.
56 Mandatory Country of Origin Labeling of Beef, Lamb, Pork, Fish, Perishable
Agricultural Commodities, and Peanuts, 68 Fed. Reg. 61,944, 61,955 (Oct. 30, 2003)
(according to a survey conducted by Umberger, et al., 73% of survey participants are
willing to pay for labeled beef of U.S. origin).
"' Id. at 61,956 (the result of these studies, including the study conducted by Umberger,
et al., "support the notion that at least some consumers desire this information and are
willing to pay some amount for it .... U.S. producers will only benefit if the country of
origin labeling increases demand and ultimately the farm price enough to cover
producers' costs of labeling itself. Current evidence on country of origin labeling,
however, does not suggest that U.S. producers will receive sufficiently higher farm prices
for U.S.-labeled products to cover the costs of labeling.").
158 Mandatory Country of Origin Labeling of Fish and Shellfish, 69 Fed. Reg. 59, 708,
59,731 (Oct.5, 2004) (to be codified at 7 C.F.R. pt. 60). According to the USDA's
analysis, the cost is $241 per producer's establishment, $1,650 per intermediary's
establishment, and $1,530 per retailer's establishment. Id.
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by consumers and producers may justify implementing COOL because it
is the consumers who ultimately pay for the cost of introducing COOL. At
least, the USDA report recognized that consumer preference to buy U.S.
products exists. If the U.S. can adequately promote U.S. goods then U.S.
consumers may also be willing to pay higher prices, thereby benefiting
local farmers economically. Whether COOL will benefit U.S. agriculture
depends on the suppliers' own efforts and the U.S. government's support
in promoting domestic products. In other words, the U.S. should
encourage consumers to prefer U.S. products, with the end result being
that COOL will benefit not only consumers but farmers as well.
B. Trademark Protection for Geographic Names in the United States
In the U.S., there are a number of established regional brands
including "IDAHO" potatoes; 159 "WASHINGTON" apples; 160 and
"VIDALIA" onions.161 These geographic names can be registered and
protected as either regional certification marks or collective marks under
the Lanham Act. 162
159 "IDAHO" is a certification mark for potatoes and potato products grown in Idaho that
conform to quality and other requirements and is owned by the State of Idaho Potato
Commission. U.S. Trademark No. 76,542,379 (filed Sept. 3, 2003). The mark consists
of a typed drawing and was first used in commerce on July 1, 1939. Id.
10 "WASHINGTON" is a trademark for unprocessed apples owned by the Washington
State Apple Advertising Commission. U.S. Trademark No. 73,575,663 (filed Dec. 30,
1985). The mark consists of an apple design and the word "WASHINGTON." Id.
The mark was first use in commerce in November 1982. Id.
161 "VIDALIA" is a certification mark for fresh onions "grown by authorized growers
within the Vidalia onion production area in Georgia," which is owned by the Georgia
Department of Agriculture. U.S. Trademark No. 74,026,870 (filed Feb. 2, 1990). The
mark consists of a typed drawing. Id. The mark was first use in commerce on June 1,
1986. Id.
162 See 2 MCCARTHY, supra note 76, § 14:1.
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A certification mark is used to certify quality, regional, or other
characteristics of goods or services 163 and is not meant to indicate
commercial sources. 16 In other words, a certification mark is used to
certify products' geographic origin as well as its quality. The owner of a
certification mark must control the use of the mark and must not
discriminately refuse to certify the goods of any person who meets the
requisite standards. 165 Many certification marks are owned by
governmental entities. For example, the State of Idaho Potato Commission,
a state agency, owns the certification mark, "IDAHO" for potatoes grown
in Idaho.166 To register a geographically descriptive term as a certification
mark, registration of the mark is subject to the condition of the
trademark,16 7 but does not have to prove that the mark has acquired
distinctiveness in commerce. 168 Therefore, when farmers in the same
region want to establish a regional brand, a certification mark can be a
useful legal device to establish regional brands; an agricultural cooperative
may use the certification mark to certify the agricultural product within a
16 Lanham Act § 45, 15 U.S.C. § 1127 (2000); see also id. § 19:94.
6 TMEP, supra note 104, § 1306.02(b).
165 Lanham Act § 14(5), 15 U.S.C. § 1064(5); see also 3 MCCARTHY, supra note 76, §
19:92.
166 See supra note 159.
167 3 McCARTHY, supra note 76, § 19.95 ("Certification marks are subject to the statutory
bars to registration under [section] 2 of Lanham Act.").
168 Generally, a "primary geographically descriptive mark is not registerable under
Lanham Act section 2(e)(2), but may be registerable upon showing secondary meaning
under section 2(f)." TMEP, supra note 104, § 1306.02. However, section 2(e)(2) finds
that "indications of regional origin may be registerable under section 4." Id. The
phrase "indications of regional origin" is not limited to the names of the region itself but
also includes terms composed of regional names and other terms as long as the mark is
"to certify regional origin." Id. Therefore, "one ground for a refusal to register which
is not applicable to certification mark is the ground of geographical descriptiveness of
Lanham Act section 2(e)(2)."). Id. See also Roquefort v. William Faehndrich, Inc.,
303 F.2d 494 (2d Cir. 1962).
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specific geographic region.' 69 Although an agricultural cooperative may
be a certifier and may advertise or promote its members' products by using
the mark, 170 the cooperative may not use the certification mark to
distinguish the cooperative's goods or services.1 71 Furthermore, if farmers
within an agricultural cooperative want to promote their distinctive
products and use a geographic name as their trademark to protect goodwill,
a certification mark is not appropriate. Even though a certification mark
certifies the product's quality or regional origin, it does not indicate the
origin as a single commercial source of the goods, such as a specific
manufacturer.172 Therefore, a certification mark is not an appropriate tool
to set up a regional brand if farmers want to use the term as a trademark.
In contrast, a collective mark is used only by members of an
organization and identifies or distinguishes their goods or services from
others.173 Only "a cooperative, an association, or other collective group or
169 "Roquefort" is an example of a "specific geographic region." TMEP, supra note 104,
§ 1306.01. It can be a county name or state name; even the U.S. or Japan can be a
specific geographic region.
0 Lanham Act § 14, 15 U.S.C. § 1064 ("Nothing in paragraph (5) shall be deemed to
prohibit the registrant from using its certification mark in advertising or promoting
recognition of the certification program or of the goods or services meeting the
certification standards of the registrant.").
17 Lanham Act § 14(5)(B), 15 U.S.C. § 1064(5)(B) (a certification mark may be
cancelled on the ground that the registrant "engages in the production or marketing of any
goods or services to which the certification mark is applied"); see also 3 MCCARTHY,
supra note 76, § 19:91.
17 TMEP, supra note 104, § 1306.01(b). See also Lanham Act § 45, 15 U.S.C. § 1127
("The term 'certification mark' means any word, name, symbol, or device, or any
combination thereof... to certify regional or other origin. . ."); TMEP, supra note 104, §
1306.06(g)(vi) ("If an application is filed to register a mark as a certification mark and
the mark is actually another type of mark, or if an application is filed to register a mark as
another type when it is actually a certification mark, the application may be amended
(without additional fee) to request registration as the proper type of mark.").
17' Lanham Act § 45, 15 U.S.C. § 1127 ("The term "collective mark" means a trademark
or service mark (1) used by the members of a cooperative, an association, or other
collective group or organization, or (2) which such cooperative, association, or other
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organization" can register a collective mark. 174 The collective mark
functions to certify the geographic origin of the member's goods like a
certification mark. 175 An agricultural cooperative can register a
geographically descriptive term as a collective trademark to identify the
geographic origin of the members' goods. Unlike the certification mark,
the owner of a collective mark can not only use the mark to advertise or
promote its members' goods, but can also use its mark to produce,
manufacture and sell its goods. 176 However, the geographic mark cannot
be registered as a collective mark unless the mark has acquired
distinctiveness in commerce.177
collective group or organization has a bona fide intention to use in commerce and applies
to register on the principal register established by this chapter, and includes marks
indicating membership in a union, an association, or other organization."). There are
two kinds of collective marks, (1) collective trademarks and (2) collective membership
marks. 3 MCCARTHY, supra note 76, § 19:99. This paper deals only with collective
trademarks.
'
74 Lanham Act § 45, 15 U.S.C. § 1127. TMEP, supra note 104, § 1302 specifies that an
association, union, cooperative and fraternal organization are examples of a collective
group or organization.
3 MCCARTHY, supra note 76, § 19:99 (citing Opticians Ass'n of America v.
Independent Opticians of America, 920 F.2d 187 (3d Cir. 1990)).
'
76 Id. § 19.101 ("the anti-use by owner prohibition" does not apply to collective marks).
177 TMEP, supra note 104, § 1303.02 ("the same standards generally applicable to
trademarks and service marks are used in considering issues such as descriptiveness or
disclaimers."); U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, What Are "Geographical Indications,"
available at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/dcom/olia/globalip/gi-protection.htm
[hereinafter USPTO] (stating "The U.S. Trademark Act provides that geographic names
or signs - which otherwise would be considered primarily geographically descriptive and
therefore unregistrable as trademarks or collective marks without a showing of acquired
distinctiveness in the United States - can be registered as certification marks.").
However, one question is whether Roquefort v. William Faehndrich, Inc. is applicable to
the registration of a geographically descriptive mark as a collective mark. The
Roquefort case ruled "a geographical name may be registered as a certification mark even
though it is primarily geographically descriptive." Roquefort v. William Faehndrich,
Inc., 303 F.2d 494, 497 (2d Cir. 1962). Because Lanham Act section 2(e)(2) finds that
"indications of regional origin may be registrable under section 4," one may argue that
the Roquefort case also applies to the registration of collective marks and geographically
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If farmers and agricultural cooperatives try to set up a new regional
brand in the U.S., they will face difficulties in registering the mark either
as a certification mark or a collective mark. In the case of a certification
mark, the cooperative itself cannot use the mark to sell its agricultural
products which the cooperative has bought from its members because the
cooperative may not use the certification mark in the sale of its product.' 78
An agricultural cooperative not only promotes and advertises its members'
products, but also uses the mark to promote and encourage the marketing
of agricultural products by selling agricultural products to or through
agricultural cooperatives. 179 Therefore, the certification mark is not
appropriate for agricultural cooperatives, as an owner of the mark, to set
up a new regional brand.
One alternative is to register the certification mark by government
entity. An agricultural cooperative can use the mark to certify the quality
of its products under the certification of the owner. For example, an
agricultural cooperative in Idaho may use "Idaho" for potatoes to identify
that the potato has met certain quality standards. In this case, however, the
government must help promote the regional brand. When farmers attempt
to set up a regional brand, their purpose is not to certify the regional origin
but to promote their goods by distinguishing their products from others.
Therefore, regional brands should be trademarks rather than regional
origins that must be certified.
descriptive marks without showing secondary meaning.
178 See supra note 171.
17' 7 U.S.C. § 291 (2000) ("Persons engaged in the production of agricultural product as
farmers, ranchmen, dairymen, nut or fruit growers may act together in associations .. . in
collectively processing, preparing for market, handling, and marketing in interstate and
foreign commerce."); CAL. FOOD & AGRIC. CODE § 54031 (West 2001) ("The purpose of
this chapter is to ... [p]romote, foster, and encourage the intelligent and orderly
marketing of agricultural products thorough cooperation").
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In the case of a collective mark, the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office will register the geographically descriptive mark only if the mark
acquires distinctiveness in commerce. 8 0 The agricultural cooperative will
face difficulties in registering the mark as trademark' 8 for the same
reasons found in Japan: agricultural cooperatives have to invest large
amounts of time and money on advertising, public relations, and sales
promotion to satisfy the requirement that the mark has acquired
distinctiveness of a primarily geographically descriptive mark. 182
addition, the producers are at risk of free riders using that same
geographically descriptive mark.
IV. DISCUSSION
As noted above, Japan has introduced an advanced legal system
regarding the geographic origin of agricultural products. A comparison
between the Japanese and the U.S. system suggests that the introduction of
1so Lanham Act § 2(e)-(O, 15 U.S.C. § 1052(e)-(f) (2000).
181 See 2 McCARTHY, supra note 76, § 15:5 (stating "The prime element of secondary
meaning is a mental association in buyers' minds between the alleged mark and a single
source of the product." (emphasis omitted)), § 15:4 (stating "the senior user must prove
the existence of secondary meaning in its mark at the time and place that the junior user
first began use of that mark"). Therefore, if free riders begin to use the same geographic
descriptive mark, registering the senior user's mark will be difficult.
182 Generally, the amount of distinctiveness necessary to acquire secondary meaning for a
geographic term or a geographically descriptive mark, which consists of a geographic
term and the name of the product, is greater than other kinds of geographically
descriptive marks, because these marks have an inherently low degree of distinctiveness.
2 MCCARTHY, supra note 76, § 15:28 (stating "It is impossible to lay down any
generalized rule as to the minimum amount of distinctiveness necessary to achieve
secondary meaning in a mark .... However, as a general rule of thumb, the more
descriptive the term, the greater the evidentiary burden to establish secondary meaning.
That is, the less distinctive the term, the greater the quantity and quality of evidence of
secondary meaning needed to prove the requisite degree of distinctiveness.").
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a new legal scheme would benefit U.S. agriculture.
A. Reformation of U.S. COOL is Recommended.
1. Comparison between the Japanese POOL and the United States
COOL Systems
There are many differences between the Japanese POOL and the
U.S. COOL system. The first difference is the range of "retailers." The
Japanese POOL applies to all retailers 183 while on the other hand,
"retailers" under the United States' COOL provision are limited to
relatively larger retailers.' 84 Small grocery stores and fish markets are not
covered under COOL regulation and, as a result, consumers' right to that
information would not be fully protected under the regulation.
The second difference is the range of "covered commodities"
which would be subject to the POOL or COOL regulation. Although
Japanese POOL covers all perishable foods,' 85 U.S. COOL only covers
fish and shellfish.186 Even after 2008, U.S. COOL will not cover cereals
including rice and wheat; beans, other than peanuts; poultry; eggs; and
seafood, other than fish and shellfish.' 87 This means that a considerable
amount of foods will not be covered under the U.S. COOL regulations.
The third difference is the geographic origin information the two
systems mandate. Japanese POOL mandates showing the place of origin
183 See Quality Labeling Standard for Perishable Foods, supra note 19, at art. 4, para. 2;
Quality Labeling Standard for Processed Foods, supra note 28, at art. 3, para. 5-6.
184 See supra note 150.
185 See discussion supra Part H (A)(1).
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on the label if the food is produced in the country.'8 8 Under the U.S.
COOL system, consumers in the U.S. cannot tell where in the U.S. the
foods actually were produced. 189 On the other hand, POOL regulations
meet consumers' higher demands for more detailed label information
about foods' origins. In addition, consumers can distinguish goods based
on both the product and the reputation of the place of the product, which
not only provides a benchmark for consumers, but may also bring a
premium price to producers. These differences suggest that additional
reformation of the U.S. COOL system might be advantageous.
2. Proper Implementation of COOL in the U.S. is Recommended
As stated above, COOL does not cover all perishable foods nor
does it apply to small business retailers. Current COOL regulations in the
U.S. are insufficient to meet consumer interest; moreover, current COOL
is insufficient for U.S. agriculture to make full use of the system.
Therefore, the following measures are recommended for the U.S.
First, the U.S. should apply COOL to all retailers including small
businesses and fish markets. All suppliers already have an obligation to
provide the pertinent information to retailers and fish markets, thus, it is
easy for all retailers, regardless of size, to comply with the COOL
system.190 Second, the U.S. government should implement COOL for
other agricultural commodities including beef, lamb, pork, perishable
188 See supra notes 23 and 43.
189 See supra note 152.
'9 7 C.F.R. § 60.400(b) ("Any person engaged in the business of supplying a covered
commodity to a retailer, whether directly or indirectly, must make available information
to the buyer about the country(ies) of origin and method(s) of production (wild and/or
farm-raised), of the covered commodity.").
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agricultural commodities, and peanuts in 2008, as scheduled. The
regulation should be implemented without delay since COOL has already
been delayed twice for these commodities. Finally, COOL should also
include all perishable food including rice and wheat; beans, other than
peanuts; poultry; eggs; and seafood, other than fish and shellfish as a
"covered commodity."
As for poultry, more than ninety-nine percent of all poultry
consumed in the U.S. is produced in the U.S;191 however, this fact does
not necessarily mean that retailers do not have to inform the consumers of
poultry's country of origin because consumers cannot currently tell
whether the poultry came from the U.S. or not without adequate labeling.
With these measures, COOL can satisfy consumer demand.
3. Mandatory POOL in the U.S. is Recommended
Although the importance of COOL has been recognized by
consumers, the importance of POOL has yet to be realized in the U.S.
However, the introduction of COOL would lead to consumer interest in
POOL as COOL becomes prevalent, the demands for such labeling will
likely increase. Meeting consumer interest is important for U.S.
agriculture and the introduction of POOL, together with the producers'
and governments' effort to promote U.S. agricultural products, would
increase consumers' awareness of U.S. products..
The trademark system is not designed to satisfy consumer interest
on a product's origin. Trademarks are useful in identifying foods' origins
191 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Agricultural Outlook:
Statistical Indicators, available at
http://www.ers.usda.gov/publications/Agoutlook/AOTables/ (follow "Table 27-U.S.
Agricultural Exports and Imports" hyperlink) (import of poultry is negligible).
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as each agricultural product usually bears its trademark on containers,
wrapping, and sometimes on the product itself. Although this trademark
enables retailers to distinguish products, consumers may not realize the
place of origin because the trademark may not convey any geographic
information or the trademark on the containers, or the wrapping may be
removed at the time of retail sale. The introduction of POOL will give
consumers additional information which is not fully provided by the
trademark system.
Critics may argue that retailers can voluntarily introduce such
labeling because most agricultural products already display a place of
origin label on their containers, wrapping, or on the product itself.192
Voluntary , labeling would be an ineffective solution and that
ineffectiveness is suggested by the failure of a voluntary COOL system to
materialize in the U.S. thus far. In addition, all foods should be marked so
that consumers can know from where the foods came. Because retailers
have no incentive to disclose information that might have no trade
significance, voluntary labeling would only encourage retailers to label
when the place of production has some trade significance. For example,
retailers would be willing to indicate the country of origin of an
agricultural product if the country has a positive trade reputation. However,
retailers would be unwilling to indicate the country of origin of a product
if the country has a bad reputation such as in the case where regulated
pesticides are found in a product from a specific country. Country of
origin information that has no value or some negative economic value
192 Countryoforiginlabel.org (stating "[m]ember organizations believe that a voluntary
program that provides an economically achievable means for producers, processors,
distributors, retailers, and other market participants to adopt a country-of-origin program
tailored to their customer's desires is a highly preferable course to burdensome federal
mandates").
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must also be conveyed to consumers, not just origin information that
serves as an economic benefit to the producer.
Introduction of POOL will harmonize state rural agricultural
developmental policies. Each state has distinctive agricultural products
and rural agriculture it would like to promote. For example, California
advertises its distinctive quality of agricultural products, including cheese,
on national television.'93 Through POOL, consumers can recognize the
various regions' agricultural products. Introduction of POOL would allow
states the opportunity to distinguish their products from the products of
other states. Over time, recognition combined with quality will lead
consumers to purchase certain products from specific geographic locations.
The resulting agricultural development would likely result in the
development of U.S agriculture as a whole.
Therefore, the following measures regarding POOL are suggested.
First, POOL must be enacted as a supplementary labeling requirement in
addition to the modified COOL requirement, as suggested in the last
section. Second, POOL should require U.S. country of origin agricultural
products to show the name of the state where the product was produced. If
a geographic name of an area within a state is well known to the
consumers, retailers should be allowed to place the name of the area,
instead of the name of the state, on the food product so consumers can
receive more specific information as to the origin of the products. On the
193 One example is the "real California Cheese campaign." The advertising is funded by
the California Milk Producers Advisory Board. The Secretary of California Food and
Agriculture issued a Marketing Order for Research, Education and Promotion of Market
Milk and Dairy Products in California and formed the board to assist in the
administration of the order under the authority of California Marketing Act, CAL. FOOD &
AGRIC. CODE § 58711 (West 1997). See Gallo Cattle Co. v. Cal. Milk Advisory Bd.,
167 F.3d 1247, 1248 (9th Cir. 1999). See also Real California Cheese,
http://www.realcaliforniacheese.com/home.cfm?start-1.
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other hand, vague information such as "Midwest" is insufficient. Because
the name of each state is easily recognizable, requiring the name of the
state is the best solution. In some cases, however, the producer may find it
difficult to choose a single place of origin to place on the label of their
products because the product is a mixture of products from more than one
state. In this case, producers may label the U.S. as the place of origin only
if the products make it difficult for the producers to designate a single
place of origin.
B. Recommended Reformation of the Trademark Protection for
Geographic Names
1. A Comparison between Japanese and U.S. Trademark Protection
In the U.S., farmers and agricultural cooperatives have legal
methods to protect geographic names used as a regional brand for their
products. These legal methods are certification marks and collective marks.
As previously explainedl94 , the owner of a certification mark cannot use
its mark to sell its own products. A certification mark only certifies the
regional origin of the product and may not be used to indicate the source
of the product. Therefore, a certification mark is not an appropriate tool
for agricultural cooperatives to establish new regional brands by selling
agricultural products along with its members. Instead, a collective mark is
available for agricultural cooperatives to establish regional brands. To
register a geographically descriptive mark as a collective mark in the U.S.,
the term must be distinctive; unfortunately, it is difficult for marks owned
by agricultural cooperatives to acquire nationwide distinctiveness without
9 See supra note 171.
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interference by free riders.
On the other hand, Japan has introduced a "regional collective
trademark," which only requires recognition of a certain area and does not
require nationwide distinctiveness. This would allow agricultural
cooperatives to register geographically descriptive marks and enable their
members to use the mark to distinguish their agricultural goods from
others. In addition, an agricultural cooperative itself can sell its members'
products with the mark. This advantage is not achieved by a U.S.
certification mark. While a governmental organization may register the
certificate mark and grant agricultural cooperatives and farmers the right,
to use the mark to certify the product's regional origin in the U.S., farmers
and agricultural cooperatives in Japan, which are initially responsible for
establishing regional brands, can utilize regional collective trademarks and
can develop the brand's economic value through their own efforts. Under
the Japanese system, each agricultural cooperative will be expected to
promote and sell its member's products under a single trademark. In
addition, regional collective marks may help promote small agricultural
business. Small agricultural businesses have difficulty establishing their
own brand, so a trademark which uses a geographically descriptive mark
is the ideal mark to represent products of small businesses in the same
region. As noted before, many agricultural cooperatives will enjoy the
benefits of this new system.
The success in Japan suggests that the introduction of a regional
collective trademark would benefit U.S. agriculture as well. Rural
agricultural development would contribute to develop U.S. agriculture as a
whole while support for regional brands is an important way in which both
the USDA and state governments can support U.S. rural agriculture.
Introduction of a regional collective mark would supply important legal
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support for rural agricultural businesses and would pave the way for future
agricultural development. Thus, introduction of a regional collective mark
in the U.S. is recommended.
2. Introduction of Regional Collective Marks Recommended' 95
The following are suggested measures concerning regional
collective marks. First, the mark, which qualifies for a regional collective
mark, can be a combination of a geographic name and the name of the
product. 196 A geographic name alone may qualify to be a regional
collective mark if it is appropriate.197 In addition, the geographic name
should have some relationship to the product. Regional collective marks
should not be used to monopolize a geographically descriptive mark by
discriminating against who may join the cooperative.
Second, the owner should be an agricultural cooperative, because
the purpose of the system is to set up a new mark for farmers in the same
195 A "regional collective mark" has the same function as a "collective trademark" under
the Lanham Act. A "regional collective mark" is different from a "geographic
indication," which awards separate protection from trademarks in Europe. A "regional
collective mark" does not award higher protection like the geographic indications of wine
and spirits under TRIPS, art. 23.1. Although the USPTO thinks that additional
commitment to TRIPS is not required, USPTO, supra note 177, this "regional collective
mark" does not give higher protection, but gives farmers additional opportunities to
promote their products by letting them use the geographically descriptive mark without
establishing nationwide distinctiveness.
196 For example, California Almond and Florida Oranges can qualify under this
requirement.
197 Japan will only allow a mark that is a combination of a geographic term and the name
of the product to enable others to know the scope of the goods or services over which the
mark is used. See supra note 108. Practically speaking, regional brands in Japan tend
to be a combination of the regional name and the name of products rather than a single
geographic term. In the U.S., however, there are a number of regional brands that
contain geographical terms. Therefore, it is reasonable to allow a regional collective
trademark to allow a mark consisting solely of a geographical term.
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region, not for a single farm. Small farms as well as large farms in the
same region should cooperate in creating a new regional brand. The U.S.
government should allow the exclusive use of a geographically descriptive
mark only if the farmers in the same region are trying to promote regional
agriculture within an agricultural cooperative. Exclusive use of a
geographically descriptive mark by a limited number of farmers may
unintentionally impose a disadvantage on the other farmers in the same
region. Agricultural cooperatives should not discriminate against other
farmers in the same region and prevent them from becoming a member of
the cooperative. Though federal law and state law do not prohibit
agricultural cooperatives from discriminating against potential members of
cooperatives,1 98 this requirement is indispensable to prevent abuse of
regional collective marks. This requirement should be satisfied by
codifying the provision in the cooperative's bylaws.
Third, the strict requirement regarding the distinctiveness of the
mark should be eased. 199 Rather than requiring distinctiveness of the mark
in interstate commerce, state-wide recognition of the mark by
'9 7 U.S.C. § 291 (2000) (there is no requirement that the association under this
provision cannot discriminately refuse membership); CAL. FOOD & AGRIC. CODE § 54121
(West 2001) ("The bylaws may prescribe the number and qualification of members or
stockholders of the association and the conditions precedent to membership or ownership
of common stock; the method, time, and manner of permitting members to withdraw or
the holders of common stock to transfer their stock; [and] the manner of assignment and
transfer of the interest of members, and of the shares of common stock"); CAL. FOOD &
AGRIC. CODE § 54231.
199 As discussed in supra note 177, it is unclear whether a geographically descriptive
mark can be registered as a collective mark without showing secondary meaning. See
Lanham Act § 2(e)(2), (f). To avoid abuse of the collective mark (including regional
collective mark as I suggested previously) and clarify the meaning of Lanham Act section
2(2), I suggest the line "except as indications of regional origin may be registerable under
section 4" of section 2(2) should be amended to "except as indications of regional origin
may be registerable as certification marks."
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consumers200 and an intention to use the mark in more than one state201 is
appropriate. It is important to prevent abusive registration of geographical
names by requiring the cooperative's initial efforts to establish its brand.
Fourth, transfer of the right of the regional collective mark should
be limited, such as to mergers or consolidations. To prevent abuse, a
regional collective mark should be created only to promote regional
activities. Finally, in addition to the grounds for cancellation specified in
the Lanham Act, which include genericide and abandonment of the
mark202 , the regional collective mark should also be cancelled if the
cooperative does not comply with one of the following conditions: (1) The
cooperative is discriminating against farmers from the same region and
preventing them from becoming a member of the cooperative; (2) The
mark no longer is recognized by consumers; (3) The cooperative transfers
the right of the mark to another; or (4) The cooperative is no longer
operating as a cooperative.
V. CONCLUSION
POOL plays an important role in protecting consumer interests in
Japan. Agriculture in Japan recognizes the potential benefit from POOL
200 TO prevent abusive registration, it is appropriate to impose state-wide recognition.
This means the owner of a mark must have spent certain amount of time and money on
advertising, public relations and sales promotion to acquire the recognition of the mark.
See supra note 125 and 126.
201 The purpose of a regional collective mark is to establish a regional brand in interstate
commerce; a mark is not allowed if the owner has no intent to use the mark in interstate
commerce. See 15 U.S.C. § 1051.
202 Lanham Act § 14(3), 15 U.S.C. § 1064(3) (2000) (A mark is subject to cancel "if the
registered mark becomes the generic name for the goods or services, . . .or is functional,
or has been abandoned, or its registration was obtained fraudulently or contrary to the
provisions of section [4] ... or of subsection (a), (b), or (c) of section [2]").
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and successfully utilizes it. The farmers' increased interest in geographic
names pushed the Japanese government to introduce the regional
collective trademark. The government recognized that rural agriculture
must promote its products' distinctive quality in the face of worldwide
competition; POOL and the regional collective mark are useful tools for
promoting agricultural products. The introduction of POOL and regional
collective marks in the U.S. would serve as an effective system to protect
both consumer interest and producers' good will.
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